Popular Brands Appearing Next To
2021 US Presidential inauguration disinfo
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on disinformation aimed at undermining the legitimacy of Biden’s inauguration and democratic processes.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Antifa stormed the White House in a false flag operation (not MAGA).
- A majority of Americans support the attempted coup.
- The “deep state” staged an attempted coup.
- BLM gets sympathy while “patriots” die at Capitol.

This has created a high level of public distrust in established US transitions of power.
Popular brands funding these stories:
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:
Time to Fight

A party is what people say it is and the people who say what it is run and win primaries, show up at conventions, and run for precinct chair. No more whining. Time for work.

You really want to talk about violence? We watched the Democrats for months and months endorse and support Antifa and Black Lives Matter arson and riots in American cities, not condemning it at all—in fact, even bailing the rioters out of jail. So I can assure you, Democrats and the Left don’t have any qualms about violence as long as it’s pointed at their political enemies.

https://adclick.g.doubleclick.net/pcu/click?AdUnit=AKAOpwzgQMzYQ71t7NM4ykgIgBFSCM5T2elPwVMygJg7VWSh5xc58fBuTD3l8mMrX5Wv/nhttps://soaRtQ1hKLeauNPx4Ae/bw80EDI1Cw4_gl/bfXiz1NrsxQWLP5igpEK16...
Biden came out the day after the breach of the capitol to explicitly state he has made it a priority of passing a law against domestic terrorism, and he has been urged to create a White House post overseeing the fight against ideologically inspired violent extremists and increasing funding to combat them, according to the Wall Street Journal.

This new war on terror — just like the old war on terror — will have bipartisan support and will likely fly through the House and Senate, quickly becoming law.
FLASHBACK: Hundreds of Left-Wing Rioters HAD CHARGES DROPPED After Terrifying President Trump’s Inauguration

Think the Capitol siege participants will receive this kind of leniency?

Published 5 days ago on Jan 14, 2021
By Shane Trejo

[Image of protesters with signs]

FEMA just posted new jobs in your area. Make sure to check them out.

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afGEAAAWK1tbW251bGwsb2xsbC9udWxseODA0MyQXYwW251bGwsb2xsbC9udWxseODA0MyQ
"It Was A Non-Event" - MSM Forced To Admit Nationwide Pro-Trump Protest Panic Was Overblown

BY TYLER DURDEN
MENDEY, JAN 16, 2021, 16:05

"It was a non-event today and we are glad it was."

That's how Troy Thompson, spokesman for the Department of General Services - the agency that protects the Pennsylvania Capitol in Harrisburg, described yesterday's mass national armed protest "domestic terrorism" event that the mainstream media (and various government agencies) has been "warning" "good" Americans about all week.

As we reported in detail yesterday - avoiding the mainstream media's jump to a pre-conceived narrative conclusion - armed protesters did indeed appear at multiple state capitol complexes across the country Sunday morning.

This followed a special bulletin from the FBI last week that warned "armed protests" were being planned at 50 state capitols and the US Capitol in Washington, DC, ahead of President-elect Joe Biden's inauguration on Jan 20. This was immediately picked up by the media and amplified dramatically...
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'No Evidence Of Threats, No Issues Flagged' As MSM Stokes Fears Of Military Insider Attack At Inauguration

BY TYLER DURDEN

MONDAY, JAN 18, 2021 - 19:08

Fears of mayhem at state capitol buildings and the US Capitol complex in Washington, DC, this past weekend were widely overblown by mainstream media. Now there’s more fearmongering from mainstream outlets, this time it’s AP who reports fears of an insider attack that have prompted the FBI to vet the 25,000 National Guard troops stationed in DC ahead of President-elect Joe Biden’s inauguration.

AP quotes Army Secretary Ryan McCarthy, who said military officers are conscious of the potential threat and warned officers to observe troops under their command for any red flags.

But, as usual, there’s something missing from AP’s headline. As Jack Posobiec points out, “the way read to establishment media articles is skip the headline and scroll to the middle,” while referring to the AP article titled "FBI vetting Guard troops in DC amid fears of Insider attack."

Despite the fearmongering of an imminent "insider attack" by Guardsmen during inauguration day, AP’s clickbait journalism is more or less another classic example of how real journalism is dead, as AP themselves admit, further down the story, past the point at which 99% of America’s short-sighted, closed-minded partisans will read, that:
Leaked Zoom Call Shows US Federal Employees Conspiring to Sabotage the Trump Administration (VIDEO)

By Joe Hofst
Published January 16, 2021 at 10:21pm
1352 Comments

https://adissettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=ad3afGEAAAXbxW1tbW251bGwsW2ExSxudWxsLG51bGwsbnVsbCbxlgwOTEwI1dlFTudWxsLCjOdHRwczovL2dvb2dsZWFkcy5nLmRydWJsbZWNsawWnl
Governor Cuomo set up three layers of security around the state capitol in Albany this past week in anticipation of an “armed MAGA protest.”

But nobody showed up. Only reporters were there. It was just more fake news by the media.
Federal law enforcement officials are blowing the lid on the Capitol false flag “siege,” revealing that it was planned long in advance by bad actors who hate President Donald Trump rather than support him.

The truth, though, is that the so-called “siege” was not much different than 9/11 in that it was clearly an inside job perpetrated by the very same people who have been stripping away Americans’ constitutional rights in the name of “safety” and “security” for decades.
Left-Wing Extremist Charged in Alleged Florida Capitol Attack Identified Soros as “Sponsor”

Daniel Alan Baker had bragged of a Soros sponsorship.

Published 2 days ago on Jan 17, 2021
By Richard Moorhead
Assuming some or all of these grotesque posters are correct, it sounds like Antifa is recruiting rioters, for creating mayhem in several state capitols, such as Sacramento and Colorado. This twitterer here notes that Antifa is advertising some of them on Twitter without sanction.
As Trump exits, the left doubles down on the White supremacy lie

By Andrea Widburg

What was true in 1860 is still true today: The Democrat party’s strength derives from its racist ideology. In 1860, it hated Blacks. In the 21st century, its hate-filled racial obsessions center on Whites. That’s why, in the summer of 2017, it was manna from Heaven when leftists twisted President Trump’s words to create the lie that he supports White supremacists. This
A Party of Faction and Fantasy
By Roger Kimball — January 16, 2021
There are many lessons to be drawn from the 2020 election. The transformation of the United States of America from a republic into an oligarchy is a large and portentous lesson.

The Democrats’ Decapitation Strategy
By Thaddeus G. McCotter — January 15, 2021
Will the Democrats be rewarded or held accountable for their decapitation strategy to disenfranchise more than 74 million Americans?

Time to Fight
By Ned Ryon — January 15, 2021
A party is what people say it is and the people who say it is and win primaries, show up at conventions, and run for precinct chair. No more whining. Time for work.

‘Trump Nation’ Numbers At Least 150 Million Americans
By Edward Ring — January 15, 2021
The powers that be are alienating millions and millions of people. Every time they tell another lie, or silence another voice, the number grows.
Prediction: Before it’s all over, it will be the Democrats hated much more than the President who always put America First

Wednesday’s ‘Biggest Show on Earth’ Being Brought To You By Tom Hanks and Michelle Obama

By Judi McLeod

The Democrats want the masses to believe that their lives are being threatened by all of those whose votes were ‘disappeared’ in the November election.

High-pitch publicity hounds like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (AOC) says she didn't feel safe among “white supremacists” during last week's Capitol siege.

The White Supremacists she's talking about are somewhat akin to the innocent border guards she accused of making her feel unsafe during the border invasion.

What will the Democrats do when they have to live in reality like the masses do?

What will the Democrats do when they can no longer use digital melodrama as a main prop?
Prediction: Before it's all over, it will be the Democrats hated much more than the President who always put America First
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